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30 Days of Brave has been thoughtfully crafted to guide you to the edge of your comfort zone and

lovingly nudge you to explore what's on the other side.Designed to help with any 30-day goal to

help overcome the fear that has previously held you back, and keep you inspired, motivated and

accountable. What could you do in just 30 days, with only 5 minutes/day? I could lose 10 lbs I could

let go of past hurts and finally move on I could connect intimately with others I could balance my

work life I could take less for granted and be more grateful I could declutter my life I could be true to

my most authentic selfEach day uses our powerful, yet simple formula for self-development and

positive change:1. The Intention of the Day - to further develop attributes that cultivate courageous

living.2. An Affirmation - to help you embody the Intention of the Day through thoughtfully crafted

statements.3. Guided Prompts - to awaken your inner lion and prime a braver state of being.4. Daily

Challenge - small courageous wins that will set your day up for success.5. Space to Free-flow - to

give you a place to expand on ideas and reflect on your day. Connect with a community of

like-minded people who love to move their bodies, stretch their minds and push towards braver

action.If you have ever had trouble sticking with a 30-day challenge or goal, The 30 Days of Brave

Journal is an invaluable tool that will gently guide you along the courageous path of your greatest

intentions and a life fully lived.This Journal was developed with the help of over 140,000 Intention

Inspired family members who completed the 30 Days of Brave Challenge. Thank you for your

support and feedback that ultimately lead to the creation of this journal!
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Journaling is a great way to work through thoughts, emotions, ideas. It allows you to really tap into

your mind and soul; creating a better understanding of yourself and your thoughts/feelings. I've

always loved journaling however, opening up a blank journal can be daunting. After awhile I stopped

journaling because I was continually doing the same thing over and over, it got boring; I felt like I

wasn't going forward. The Brave Companion Journal gives you quotes, prompted questions and fun

exercises which really helps stimulate my little journaling sessions. I love how the companion journal

is based around being brave, self-knowledge and awakening your courageous self! I know I need

more of that! I love how it's a 30 day guided journal. Each day is laid out for you; prompting you with

questions and exercises to do. It makes it really easy to put aside a few minutes; bettering yourself.

I've done my first day already, and I can already tell that "spark" in me is coming back. I'm excited to

do my second day!

I follow Matt on YouTube, he has inspired me and so has this journal. If you are feeling stuck in your

life and need to figure out your next step, this is the journal for you.

Great way to journal your journey to a better you.

I gave this journal to a good friend for her birthday. She loves to journal and has raved about this!

She said it was the best gift I ever gave her. I first saw it on Facebook. So glad I bought it for her.

Very reasonably priced, too.

good

I was ready for this so that helped. I loved the prompts and was encouraged to journal for the first

time in a long time.

This journal helps you stop for a few moments a day to reflect on yourself to improve the best way

possible.

FABULOUS GUIDE TO SELF LOVE!!
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